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Diagnostic Spelling Tests provide a series of easy-to-administer group or individual 
spelling tests for pupils aged 5–25+. Each of the five tests has a parallel form, 
carefully matched in content and difficulty, making it easy to track pupil progress 
before and after intervention.

Examining how pupils spell the words in any of the Diagnostic Spelling Tests 
provides useful diagnostic information on their learning of English spelling, such as:

• whether particular aspects of spelling have been covered in their lessons how 
effectively they have been covered 

• whether individual pupils and/or groups of pupils are finding certain aspects  
of spelling especially difficult to learn.

• which kinds of words are being misspelled and which kinds are spelled correctly

• what sorts of errors are being made in the misspelled words

About Diagnostic Spelling Tests

Test scores can be converted to:

•  Spelling age    • Percentiles    • Standardised scores

Ages 5–7 (Years 1 and 2) Diagnostic Spelling Tests:  

Test 1 Form A 

Diagnostic Spelling Tests:  

Test 1 Form B

Diagnostic Spelling Tests: 

Primary Manual

Ages 7–9 (Years 3 and 4) Diagnostic Spelling Tests:  

Test 2 Form A 

Diagnostic Spelling Tests:  

Test 2 Form B

Ages 9–12 (Years 5 and 6) Diagnostic Spelling Tests:  

Test 3 Form A 

Diagnostic Spelling Tests:  

Test 3 Form B

Ages 11–14 (Years 7–9) and ages 

14–25+ (Years 10–13, and beyond)

Diagnostic Spelling Tests: 

Secondary/Adult Tests Booklet 

(Tests 3–5)

Manual and tests come 

together as one.



On ______________________________, I went to see a

______________________________ ______________________________ with

my uncle. It was ______________________________

a blue ______________________________. The traffic was

bad but we got ______________________________ ______________________________

in ______________________________.
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Some people ______________ enjoy buying ______________

and yet there are _______________ who hate it.

My sister spends an _______________ amount of time looking in

shop _______________ even if she has no _______________.

When we go _______________ town _______________,

she calls _______________ Jasmine or Kerry and sends them

_______________ of the latest _______________.

It’s my _______________ mobile, so I make her

_______________ me in the _______________ too.
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Diagnostic Spelling Tests 
provide a standardised 
assessment of a pupil’s 
spelling ability and the 
opportunity to analyse those 
spelling patterns that they 
can use effectively, and those 
which may need further 
teaching and practice. 

How does Diagnostic Spelling Tests work?

Step 1     Pupils complete a Diagnostic Spelling Test



sun chip there head

mum ring just market

tree mask time which

bag bell year vegetables

dog pond train prepare

water Friday stayed graph

boy good farm unhappy

ball film gave arguing

park about scare disagreed

shed whale bumped return

DST 1, Form B: Analysis for

In the boxes to the right of the words, show correct by ✓,
incorrect by ✗, and leave blank unattempted questions.

Diagnostic Spelling Tests photocopy master published by Hodder Murray

In the boxes to the right of the words, show correct by ✓,
incorrect by ✗, and leave blank unattempted questions.

Diagnostic Spelling Tests photocopy master published by Hodder Murray
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Following an intervention programme, progress can be assessed by re-testing with the 
alternate Form or by using the follow-up tests provided in the manual. 

Each follow-up test focuses on one type of spelling structure e.g. vowel digraphs, suffixes, 
etc., which can be diagnosed using the photocopiable sheets and overlays provided. 

Step 2     Re-test pupils to monitor progress



DST 1
Form B

High-
frequency

words

Cvc
words

Consonant
digraphs

Consonant
clusters

Vowel
digraph/
trigraphs

Prefixes

Suffixes/
common

word
endings

Sight
words

sun ✔

mum ✔ ✔

tree ✔ ✔

bag ✔

dog ✔ ✔

water ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

boy ✔ ✔

ball ✔ ✔

park ✔

shed ✔

chip ✔

ring ✔ ✔

mask ✔ ✔

bell ✔

pond ✔

Friday ✔ ✔ ✔

good ✔ ✔

film ✔

about ✔ ✔

whale ✔ ✔ ✔

there ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

just ✔ ✔

time ✔ ✔

year ✔

train ✔ ✔

stayed ✔ ✔ ✔

farm ✔

gave ✔

scare ✔ ✔

bumped ✔ ✔

head ✔

market ✔ ✔

which ✔ ✔

vegetables ✔

prepare ✔ ✔ ✔

graph ✔ ✔

unhappy ✔ ✔ ✔

arguing ✔ ✔

disagreed ✔ ✔ ✔

return ✔ ✔

DST 1
Form A

High-
frequency

words

Cvc/
words

Consonant
digraphs

Consonant
clusters

Vowel
digraph/
trigraphs

Prefixes

Suffixes/
common

word
endings

Sight
words

dad ✔ ✔

door ✔ ✔

bin ✔

mop ✔

girl ✔ ✔

bottle ✔ ✔

cat ✔ ✔

milk ✔

home ✔ ✔

ship ✔

bath ✔ ✔

duck ✔

drum ✔

swim ✔

plum ✔

came ✔

stay ✔ ✔

took ✔ ✔

school ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

new ✔ ✔

car ✔

picked ✔ ✔

well ✔

junk ✔

chair ✔ ✔

more ✔ ✔ ✔

driving ✔ ✔

bend ✔

wheel ✔ ✔ ✔

landed ✔ ✔

puddle ✔ ✔

when ✔ ✔ ✔

whistle ✔ ✔ ✔

winning ✔ ✔

unfair ✔ ✔

middle ✔ ✔

taking ✔

likely ✔ ✔

disobey ✔ ✔ ✔

replace ✔ ✔ ✔
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words
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endings
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words
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Once all the tests have been marked, you may wish to analyse some pupils’ results in more detail. 

There is a marking grid and set of marking-overlay masters for each test showing which words in 
the specific Diagnostic Spelling Tests illustrates particular spelling patterns or need to be learned 
as ‘sight words’.

The Primary manual and Secondary/Adult Test Booklet provides sets of photocopy masters of 
marking analysis sheets that can be used with all the tests. 

Step 3     Diagnostic analysis
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Title ISBN Price Quantity Total

Diagnostic Spelling Tests: Test 1, Form A (10 pack) 9780340912546 £18.50

Diagnostic Spelling Tests: Test 1, Form B (10 pack) 9780340912737 £18.50

Diagnostic Spelling Tests: Test 2, Form A (10 pack) 9780340912744 £18.50

Diagnostic Spelling Tests: Test 1, Form B (10 pack) 9780340912751 £18.50

Diagnostic Spelling Tests: Test 3, Form A (10 pack) 9780340912768 £18.50

Diagnostic Spelling Tests: Test 3, Form B (10 pack) 9780340912775 £18.50

Diagnostic Spelling Tests: Primary Manual 9780340912782 £58.00

Diagnostic Spelling Tests: Secondary/Adult Tests Booklets 9780340912805 £70

Subtotal

P&P £3.50

Grand 
Total

Your details  NB Orders cannot be processed without a contact name or email address *

Title  Initials   Surname 

Position/Responsibility 

School 

Address 

Postcode   Email    

School order number   Telephone 

*We need your email in order to process your order. You can also sign up to our eupdates to find out about new publishing, the latest news and exclusive special offers. For full 
details of our Privacy Notice please visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk/Privacy-Policy. You can unsubscribe at any time by clicking on the unsubscribe button on the eupdates 
or by going online and managing your preferences. Please tick the box to receive Hodder Education Group e-updates*  

*The Hodder Education Group consists of Hodder & Stoughton Limited, RS Assessment from Hodder Education, Rising Stars UK and Galore Park Publishing. Your data controller 
is Hodder & Stoughton. We may pass information that you have given us to other companies within the Hachette UK Group of companies where our systems are shared.  
These companies will include our parent company, Hachette UK Limited, their parent company and all of the subsidiaries of these respective companies (the “Group”). 

Important
Overseas P&P – written quotes available on request.
Every effort has been made to ensure details are correct at the time of going to press. We reserve the right to change the specification without prior notice.

Arrange a no-obligation visit from one of our sales consultants to find out 
more about all of our assessment resources. Find your local consultant at 
hoddereducation.co.uk/assessmentreps.

Order form Quote this code when ordering >>> 2665211

Tel: 01235 400555   Email: education@hachette.co.uk

Post: RS Assessment from Hodder Education, Hachette UK Distribution, Hely Hutchinson Centre,  
Milton Road, Didcot, OX11 7HH


